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Rice Cooker

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

MODEL: SRO8316
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

 

Caution
For safety reasons and to avoid damage to the appliance
or injuries to people, please follow all the safety
instructions below. Ignoring safety warnings may result in
injuries.
This appliance does not take into consideration the
following situations:
--- Use by children or disabled people without supervision;
--- children treating it as a toy.
1. Read all instructions.
2. This appliance is for household use only. Do not use

outdoors.
3. This appliance can be used by children aged from 8

years and above and persons with reduced physical,
sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and
knowledge if they have been given supervision or
instruction concerning use of the appliance in a safe way
and understand the hazards involved. Children shall not
play with the appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance
shall not be made by children unless they are older than
8 and supervised. Keep the appliance and its cord out of
reach of children aged less than 8 years.

4. Unplug from outlet when not in use and before cleaning.
Allow to cool before cleaning.

5. If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the
manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified
persons in order to avoid a hazard.

6. Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not
play with the appliance

7. The use of accessory attachments not recommended by
the appliance manufacturer may cause injury.

8. Please turn off and unplug the appliance before cleaning,
maintenance or relocation and whenever it is not in use.
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
Caution

9. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter, or
touch hot surfaces.

10. Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner, or
in a heated oven.

11. Extreme caution must be used when moving an
appliance containing hot food, water or other hot liquids.

12. Do not use the appliance for other than intended use.
13 .Lift and open cover carefully to avoid scalding, and allow

water to drip into unit.
14. To disconnect turn the control to OFF, then remove plug

from wall outlet.
15. Containers are designed for use with this appliance only.

They must never be used on a range top. Do not set a
hot container on a wet or cold surface. Do not use a
cracked container.

16. Do not immerse the appliance in water or any other
liquid.

17. This appliance is intended to be used in household and
similar applications such as:

-staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other working
environments;

-farm houses;
-by clients in hotels, motels and other residential type
environments;

-bed and breakfast type environments.
18. Children shall not play with the appliance. The surfaces

of the appliance are liable to get hot during use.
19. To protect against electrical shock, do not immerse

cord, plug or appliance in water or other liquid.
20. The heating element surface is subject to residual heat

after use, do not touch.
21. Warning: Misuse may cause potential injury
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
Caution

22. Do not touch hot surfaces. Use handles or knobs. Use
potholders when removing cover or handling hot
containers.

23. Do not place on or near a hot gas or electric burner, or
in a heated oven.
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SRO8316

Inner Pot
Handle
Keep Warm Light

Outer Body
Lid

Operating Switch

No. Description

1  

2  

3  

4 

Indicator Light 
5

6
7

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

220-240V~ 50/60Hz 450-536W 2.5L

Product Specifications

     Model No. Rated voltage Rated frequency Rated power Capacity Cooking method

Direct heating

Accessories
Spoon Measuring Cup

Part Name
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1. Measure the desired amount of rice with the
measuring cup supplied with this rice cooker. Rinse
the rice several times until the water in the bowl
becomes relatively clear.

● One cup of rice weight 0.18L (About 150g)
● DO NOT

NEVER

 rinse rice in the inner cooking pot as
damage may occur to the special surface or
deformation creating  poor contact to the heating
plate.

2. Put the rice into the inner pot and water up to
the level which corresponds to the measure of rice
used.

● The line on the pot is water line. The right line
corresponds to litres of rice. The left line
corresponds to cups of rice.

● The water line on the cooking pot is a standard
guide, it can be adjusted depending on your taste.

● Pour one more cup of water than water mark when
cooking 8-10 cups of South Asian rice to get the
best performance.

● add water higher than the maximum water
line.

3. Wipe any excess water from  the  outside of the
inner pot,  install the pot into the cooker, turn it slightly
from left to right to ensure that the pot makes good
contact with the heating plate, and levels the rice
inside the pot.

4.When ready to cook, Connect the power supply
cord to the cooker first, then plug into an AC wall
outlet.

● DO NOT plug the cord in until cooking is ready.

Operating
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Operating

5. Press down the "cooking" switch. The rice will
start to cook. The "Cook" Light will illuminate.

You must push down the "Cook" switch to
start the cooking process and ensure the appliance
is connected to a mains outlet.
If the switch is not pushed down, the "Warm" light
will light up after 1-2 minutes. The cooker will be in
keep warm function.

6. When the cooking has finished. the "cooking" switch
will pop up and a click will be heard. At the same
time, the cooking light will go out and the keep
warm light will illuminate.

● After the cooking cycle ends, keep the lid closed for
a further 15 minutes.

● Remove the lid and stir the rice well with a plastic or
wooden spoon. Serve the rice immediately or leave
on the  keep warm function until ready.

Caution: It is recommended once the cooking has 
completed that the cord is unplugged before serving.

NOTE:

Warning: Only use the spoon supplied with this 
cooker. Do not use a metal scoop or an metal utensil 
as to avoid scratching the non-stick coating.
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Safeguards

Cleaning And Maintenance

1. The power cord must properly plugged into an earthed wall outlet.
2. Always keep the cooker unplugged when not in use or without cooking pot.
3. Do not place the cooker on a wet or unstable place, or near a fire. heating 

range, if not, the cooker will deform or malfunction.
4. In order to avoid deforming, do not run the pot with hard objects, or heat the pot 

on other stove. Never use other container instead of pot to cook.
5. Do not cover the cooker with a cloth; this may warp or discolor the outer lid.
6. The steam vent is very hot during cooking, keep face and hands away from 

outer lid and steam vent.
7. To protect against electric shock, do not immerse the appliance and electric 

cord in water or any liquid, or do not allow any liquid to fall on the electric parts.
8. The power cord must be replaced by the appliance manufacturer when it is 

damaged. 

1. Before cleaning, first switch off the appliance and then disconnect the power
plug from the power outlet.

2. Wash the Inner pot tray in warm and soapy water using a sponge or cloth
and rinse throughly. Wipe dry. Do not clean with any abrasive brushes
to avoid damaging the non-stick coating.

3. Occasionally rice grains or other residue may stick onto the heating plate.
Ensure a proper contact is made with the Inner pot and rub the grains/residues
away from the heating plate and then wipe clean.
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No． ISSUE CAUSES REMEDY

1
The light
is off.

Heating
plate is
not hot.

Cooker is not connected 
to a mains power supply.

Check the switch, outlet, 
fuse, cord and connect it 
correctly.

2 The light
is on.

Heating
plate is
not hot.

1. Heating plate
failure.

1. Discuss with an
Authorised Service
Center.

3 The rice is half-cooked
or cooking time is too
long.

Cooking pot is not in
contact with the
thermostat properly.

1. Cooking pot is
deformed.

2. Heating plate is
  deformed.
3. The cooker pot is
tilted to one side, not fully 
touching the heating 
plate.

4 . Foreign substance
between the inner
pot and the heating
plate.

1.Replace the inner pot
2.If it is a little deformed,
polish the heating plate
with fine sand paper.
3.Turn the cooking pot
round slightly until it is
level to the heating plate
properly.
4.Polish the foreign
matter with fine sand
paper.

4
The rice is cooked
brown.

1. Operating switch 
button or its holder are 
obstructed.

2. The thermostat has 
malfunctioned. 

1.Remove obstruction.
2.Discuss with an

Authorised Service
Centre

5 Does not warm
automatically.

The warm thermostat
has malfunctioned

Discuss with an 
Authorised Service 
Centre.

Troubleshooting
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RESISTANCE "WARM" LIGHT

HEATER

MICRO SWITCH

220-240V-50/60Hz THERMOSTAT

HEATER

RESISTANCE

"COOK"LIGHT

THERMAL FUSE

Circuit
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Environmental protection
Responsible Disposal
At the end of its working life, do not throw this product out with your 
household rubbish. Electrical and electronic products contain substances 
that can have a detrimental effect on the environment and human health if 
disposed of inappropriately. Observe any local regulations regarding the 
disposal of electrical consumer goods and dispose of it appropriately for 
recycling. Contact your local authorities for advice on recycling facilities in 
your area.
Please keep the original packaging carton and materials in a safe place. It 
will help to prevent any damage if the product needs to be transported in 
the future. In the event it is to be disposed of, please recycle all packaging 
material where possible.
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Warranty
We pride ourselves on producing a range

of quality home appliances that are both packed with features
and completely reliable. We are so confident in our products,

we back them up with a 1 year warranty.
Now you too can relax knowing that you are covered.

Customer Helpline NZ: 0800 422 274
This Product is covered by 1 year warranty when

accompanied by proof of purchase.




